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This note investigates the properties of the 2”-dimensional quadratic forms 
@L, <I, a,>, called n-fold Ptister forms. Utilizing these properties, various 
applications are made to k-theory of fields, and field invariants. In particular, 
the set of orderings of a field and the maximum dimension of anisotropic forms 
with everywhere zero signature are investigated. Details will appear elsewhere. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOGY 
The purpose of this note is to present results which follow from the 
theory of Pfister forms. In particular, applications to various invariants 
are given. 
Sections 2 and 3 set up the basic machinery of Plister forms. Of central 
importance is the concept of “linkage,” investigation of which occupies 
the major part of Section 3. In Section 4, we give a few immediate 
applications toward answering a question of Milnor. 
Section 5 is concerned with studying the structure of formally real 
fields. We investigate separation properties of the set of orderings of such 
fields, and relate these separation properties to linkage of Pfister forms. 
Section 6 introduces the “general” u-invariant, u(F), a slightly modified 
version of the u-invariant in the literature. Extending a result of Kneser, 
we show that for any field F, u(F) < / F/F” I. Extending a result of 
Kaplansky, we show that u(F) = 0, 1, 2,4, or 8, provided that the 
F-quaternion algebras form a subgroup in the Brauer group of F. 
Details and proofs for the results herein stated may be found in 
[2, 3, 4, 5, and 61. 
Notations and terminology in this paper will follow the standard 
references [IO-131. By a field F, we shall mean a field of characteristic 
not two, with F denoting its multiplicative group. W(F) will denote the 
Witt ring of F and W,(F) its torsion subgroup. IF will be the ideal in W(F) 
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consisting of all even dimensional forms. As in [2, 4, and 51, we shall 
write ((al ,..., a,>> for the 2”-dimensional form & (1, a,), and call it an 
n-fold Pfister form. If p) is such a Pfister form, we write F’ for the unique 
form such that (1) 1 y’ G q~. For any quadratic form q, D(q) denotes 
the set of values in fi represented by q. If D(q) = fi, then q is said to be 
universal. The algebraic k-groups k,F will be as in [lo]. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following result is fundamental. Subsequent theorems are proved 
directly or indirectly by using this fact. 
MAIN THEOREM 2.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) ((al ,..., a,>> and ((b, ,..., b,)) are isometric. 
(2) There exist nonzero elements a and b in F such that 
(4 * <al ,..., a,>> and (b) - 0, r..., 0 
are isometric. 
(3) ((al ,..., a,>> = ((b, ,..., b,)) (mod Znflfl. 
(4) I(--a,) a-- I(-a,) = h-b,) ... I(-b,) in k,F. 
In particular, I(-a,) *a* h-a,) in k,F is a complete invariant for the 
isometry class of a Pjster form ((al ,,.., a,>. 
COROLLARY 2.2. ((al ,..., a,> is isotropic (hyperbolic) ty 
K-a,> -.* I(--a,) = 0 in k,F. 
In particular, k,F = 0 tj” InF = 0 @every n-fold PJister form is isotropic 
(hyperbolic). 
One application of the Main Theorem is the following result about the 
total Stiefel-Whitney class w (for definition of w, see [lo]). 
THEOREM 2.3. (1) Dimension and w characterize quadratic forms 
over a field F ifl 13F is torsion-free. (If 13F is torsion-free, then it is actually 
free (possibly zero), by a theorem of Specker-Nobeling-Bergman.) 
(2) If F is a nonformally real field, then dimension and w characterize 
quadratic forms if 13F = 0. 
EXAMPLES 2.4. Dimension and w characterize quadratic forms over 
the following types of fields: algebraically or quadratically closed fields, 
real-closed fields, finite fields, local fields, global fields, Pythagorean 
fields, fields of transcendence degree 2 over R. 
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3. LINKAGE OF PFISTER FORMS 
In this section, we introduce the notion of “linkage” of Pfister forms, 
and state some of the main properties of linked Pfister forms. These 
results are fundamental in establishing the theorems in the remaining 
sections. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let v1 ,..., q,,, be a set of n-fold Pfister forms, and r 
a nonnegative integer. We shall say that ?‘1 ,..,, cpm are r-linked if there 
exist an r-fold Pfister form G, and (n - r)-fold Pfister forms 71 ,..., T, , 
such that pi g u . TV, 1 < i < m. We shall call such a o an r-linkage 
for y1 ,..., yrn . If, further, vi ,..., vm are r-linked but not (r + I)-linked, 
then we write r = i(ql ,..., P)~ ) and call the integer r the linkage number 
of the set vi ,..., q+,, . If this linkage number i(rp, ,..., g),) > n - 1, then 
we shall simply say that p1 ,..., vrn are linked. We shall say that a set, 
q1 ,.-*, 9m , of n-fold Pfister forms are stabZy linked, if there exists an 
integer t such that the (n + t)-fold Pfister forms 2tyl ,..., 2t~, are linked. 
Remarks 3.2. (1) An r-fold Pfister form (T is an r-linkage for 
y1 9.e.3 pm iff vi E D * W(p) (1 < i < m) iff yi E u * I”-‘F (1 < i < m) 
iff each vi contains a subform isometric to (T. 
(2) icy1 ,.-., cp,) = n iff p1 ,..., 9)m are pairwise isometric. 
(3) If F is a real-closed field, then any set of n-fold Pfister forms are 
linked. 
(4) If F is a global field then i(q, , qz) > 1 for any 2-fold Pfister 
forms q+ and v2. Furthermore 2”-l(1) is an (n - I)-linkage for any set 
of n-fold Pfister forms if n 3 3. 
(5) 2+-1(l) is an (n - I)-linkage for any set of n-fold Pfister forms 
(n 3 2) over a field F of transcendence degree one over R. 
(6) Over the field Q((t)), any pair of 2-fold Pfister forms are stably 
linked, but there exists a pair of 2-fold Pfister forms which are not linked. 
However, every pair of n-fold Pfister forms (n > 4) are linked. 
(7) Over any nonformally real field, any pair of n-fold Pfister forms are 
stably linked, but not necessarily linked. 
(8) If I*F is torsion-free, then a pair of n-fold Pfister forms over F are 
stably linked iff they are linked. In particular, over a Pythagorean field, 
the two notions coincide (for pairs). 
The following result is a major motivation for the concept of linkage. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose v and y are n-fold PJister forms, and r is a 
non-negative integer. Let q = 9 1 (- 1 >y. Then cp and y are r-linked IY 
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the Witt index of q is 22’. Furthermore, ifr is precisely the linkage number 
i(v, y), then the Witt index of q is exactly 2’. 
This can be improved to 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 9 and y be n:fold P$ster forms, and x, y E P. Then 
the Witt index qf the form 17 = (x) y I ( y)y is either zero or equal to 
2’ where r = i(y, y). 
The following result provides a sufficient condition for three n-fold 
Pfister forms to be linked. It is also the most useful theorem in applications. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let vi = ((ail ,..., a& (i =* 1,2, 3) be three n-fold 
PJister forms. Suppose v1 + 9)2 + v3 is an element of In+lF. Then v1 , yz, 
vp3 are linked (i.e., i(y, , v2, ~JJ & n - 1). Furthermore, there exist an 
(n - l)-linkage u, and x, y EP such that 
y1z (1, -xv> *m, 92r (1,x> *u, and 9)3= <l,Y)*D* 
In particular, there exists an isometry 
Some fields F have the property that, for some integer n > 1, every 
pair of n-fold Pfister forms are linked. For example, global fields and their 
completions have this property (for n = 2). We shall say that I”F is linked 
if any pair of n-fold Pfister forms over F are linked. By convention, when 
we say that Z”F is linked, we shall always mean that n > 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose InF is linked. Then 
(1) In+‘F is linked, 
(2) tf cr is any m-fold Pfister form, m > n + 2, then D(a) = D(o’); 
(3) ifp, is any m-fold Pfisterform, m > n + 1, then D(v) = D(r * rp) 
for any integer r >, 1; and 
(4) in (3) above, tf 9) represents a totally negative element of p, then 
CP is hyperbolic in case m > n + 1, and g, is universal in case m = n + 1. 
We wish to investigate the structure of the ideal InP, if InF is linked. 
For this purpose, we need the following definition: 
DEFINITION 3.7. We shall say that an anisotropic form q E InF has 
a simple decomposition (of length r) if there exists an isometry 
q~<x,)~lI~*~l<xT)%, 
where xi EP, and vi are n-fold Pfrster forms. 
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THEOREM 3.8. 1°F is linked ifs every anisotropic form q E Ink; has a 
simple decomposition. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose that InF is linked. Then 
(1) Ini2F = 2n+11F is torsion-free. 
(2) Any totally positive element in F is a sum of 2n+1 squares. 
(3) rq E W,(F) n In+lF is anisotropic, then q is a universal (n + I)- 
fold Pfster form. 
(4) Zf q E W,(F) n ZnF is anisotropic, then dim(q) is 0, 2*, or 2n+1, 
and q = (x)pI - p2 E W(F), where x E&‘, and p1 , p2 are n-fold Pfister 
forms. 
In Section 6, we shall consider the case of field F, such that the 
quaternion algebras over F form a subgroup in the Brauer group of F. 
The results of this section can be used in Section 6, because: 
THEOREM 3.10. The quaternion algebras over Fform a subgroup in the 
Brauer group of F iff 12F is linked. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF LINKAGE TO THE MILNOR CONJECTURE 
The results of the last section may be used to answer the question: 
when is the map s, : k,F --j InF/In+lF an isomorphism?, in some special 
cases. The primary result is the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that n is an integer such that every element of 
k,F can be expressed as a sum of at most three generators, then s, is an 
isomorphism. 
This result has many applications. We list some of these. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (1) Zf ( k,F j < 64 (n > l), then s,,, is an iso- 
morphism for all m > n. 
(2) If 1 k,F) d 128, then s, is an isomorphism for all n. (See [2]). 
COROLLARY 4.3. IfF is afield with the property that 13F((- 1)‘12) = 0, 
then s ,, : k,F -j InFjIn+lF is an isomorphism for all n. 1. particular, this 
applies to the case when F is any field of transcendence degree \(2 over a 
real-closed$eld, 
COROLLARY 4.4. If I”F is linked then s, is an isomorphism for all 
m 3 n. 
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Remark 4.5. Corollary 4.4 has the following applications. 
(1) If F is a C,-field then Z”F is linked, and hence s,, is an 
isomorphism for all m 3 n. 
(2) If F is a C,-field then s, is an isomorphism for all n (e.g. any 
algebraic extension of @(X1 , X, , X,)). 
(3) If F is a giobal or local field then Z2F is linked. Consequently, 
s, is an isomorphism for all n. 
Using the results already established, together with the Hasse- 
Minkowski Theorem, we can give a simple proof of Tate’s Theorem. 
TATE'S THEOREM 4.6. I’ F is a global field then k,F -+ LT. k,F, is an 
isomorphism for ail n > 3, where Fu runs through all real-completions of F. 
(See [IO], Appendix, or [3].) 
In results (4.2)-(4.6), again using the concept of linkage, we can also 
determine the ideals ZnF in terms of generators and relations, whenever 
s, is an isomorphism. We have also been able to make this determination 
for 12F for an arbitrary field F. (See [2]). 
5. FORMALLY REAL FIELDS 
Throughout this section, all fields will be assumed to be formally real. 
The set of all orderings X of F may be given the structure of a topological 
space by using the Zariski topology on spec(W(F)). This topology makes 
X into a Hausdorff, compact, totally disconnected space (see [8], Theorem 
8). For any a cp, let IV(a) = {LY E X : a is negative at c+. These sets W(a) 
are both open and closed, and form a subbase for the topology of X, 
called the Harrison subbasis of X. We now introduce two definitions. 
DEFINITION 5.1. (See [8].) F satisfies the Strong Approximation 
Property (SAP) if, given any pair of disjoint closed sets A, B C X, there 
exists an element a EF such that a is positive with respect to all the 
orderings in A, and a is negative with respect to all the orderings in B. 
DEFINITION 5.2. F satisfies the Weak Approximation Property (WAP) 
if, given any closed set A C X and any ordering /? 4 A, there exists an 
element a E$, such that a is positive with respect to all orderings in A, 
and a is negative with respect to the ordering p. 
There are many equivalent statements to (5.2). Amongt these are: 
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THEOREM 5.3. The following statements about F are equivalent. 
(1) F satisfie WAP. 
(2) The sets W(a) form a basis for the topology of X. 
(3) Given two disjoint closed sets A, B C X, there exists a Pfister 
form h, such that h has signature 0 over F, , for any real closure FB of F if 
/3 E B, and h is positive definite over Fa , for any real closure Fa of F if a E A. 
Using the concept of linkage, we can establish the following. 
THEOREM 5.4. The following statements about F are equivalent. 
(1) F satisfies SAP. 
(2) F satisfies WAP. 
(3) For any n, any pair of n-fold Pfister forms are stably linked. 
(3’) There exists an integer m > 1, such that any pair of m-Jbld 
PJster forms are stably linked. 
(4) For any t 3 1, and any t-fold P$ster form f, there exist s 3 0 
and a EP such that 2$f z 2S+t-1<a)). 
EXAMPLE 5.5. If F is a formally real field then F will satisfy SAP if F 
is (l), (2), or (3) below: 
(1) a global field or a direct limit of global fields. 
(2) a field of transcendence degree one over a real-closed field. 
(3) a field with at most three orderings. 
(4) R((t,))((t,)), which has four orderings, does not satisfy SAP. 
We shall say that a Pythagorean field F satisfies the Hasse-Minkowski 
property, if any form which is indefinite in all real-closures of F is isotropic 
in F. Such fields can be characterized by the following theorem 
THEOREM 5.6. For a Pythagorean jield F, the following are equivalent. 
(1) F satisfies the Hasse-Minkowski Property. 
(2) PF = 2 - IF. 
(3) Every three-dimensional form represents its own determinant. 
(4) Every odd-dimensional form represents its own determinant. 
(5) Every four-dimensional form of determinant - 1 is isotropic. 
(6) Every even-dimensional form of determinant - 1 is isotropic. 
(7) F satisjes SAP. 
(8) I”F is linked for some n > 1. 
(9) 12F is linked. 
(10) The classes of quaternion algebras form a subgroup in the Brauer 
group of F. 
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PROFWITION 5.7. Suppose F has 2” square classes and let r = 1 X 1 
be the total number of orderings on F. Then 
(1) r < 2+-l, with equality ifSany subgroup C of g/R” not containing 
- 1, has the property that there exists an ordering making all elements of C 
positive. In particular, if r = 2”-l, then Fispythagorean. (See also Theorem 
5.11 below). 
(2) r < n if F satisfies SAP [8]. 
(3) If F is Pythagorean then n < r with equality zf F satisfies SAP. 
Remarks 5.8. (1) If F = R((t,)) **a ((t&) then F has 2” square 
classes and 2”-l orderings. 
(2) There exist fields with 2” square classes not satisfying SAP but 
r < n. 
(3) There exist fields with 2” square classes, not Pythagorean, and 
precisely n orderings for any n. 
THEOREM 5.9. Suppose that Z”+lF = 2 * ZnF for some n. Then there 
exists an integer N (which can be precisely determined) such that: 
(1) ZmF/ZmflF -+ nd ZmF,lZm+lFa is a monomorphism for all m >N, 
where Fa runs over the real closures of F. 
(2) k,F -+ nil k,F, is a monomorphism, where F, runs over the real 
closures of F and m Z N. 
(3) If G = Gal(F/F) (F = algebraic closure of F) then h, : k,F-+ 
Hn”(G, 2122) defined by Milnor [lo, Lemma 6.11 are monomorphisms for 
all m 2 N. 
(4) s, : k,F --f ZmF/Zm+lF is an isomorphism for all m > N. 
Remark 5.10. In the above theorem, we have been able to determine 
Z”F in terms of generators and relations for m > N. This theorem applies, 
in particular, to the case when F is a field of transcendence degree n over R. 
In this case N = 22n-1 will work. (See [2]). 
THEOREM 5.11. Suppose that F has the property that for any jinite 
subgroup C of R/R2 not containing -1, there exists an ordering making all 
elements of C positive. Then conclusions (l)-(4) of Theorem 5.9 hold for F 
for all m. Furthermore W(F) is isomorphic, as a ring, to an integral group 
ring ZH, where H is a suitable elementary 2-group. 
6. THE GENERAL U-INVARIANT 
In the literature, the u-invariant of a field F is defined to be u = u(F) = 
max(dim(q)}, where v ranges over all anisotropic forms over F. If no 
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such maximum exists, u(F) is taken to be co. Thus if F is a formally real 
field, u(J) = co. In this case, the invariant u(F), though perfectly natural, 
would not reflect any property of the formally real field F. In order to 
rectify this, we shall introduce the following modification of the original 
definition. 
DEFINITION 6.1. The general u-inuariant of F is defined to be 
max(dim(v)], where v ranges over all anisotropic forms in W,(F). 
Remarks 6.2. (1) If F is a nonformally real field, then W(F) = w,Q, 
so the general u-invariant just coincides with the old u-invariant. If F is 
formally real, the two invariants are, in general, different. In this case, 
the general u-invariant may contain vital information about F, whereas 
the old u-invariant is the symbol co, which is completely useless. For 
these reasons, we propose to write, henceforth, the symbol u(F) to denote 
the general u-invariant instead, and shall simply call it the u-invariant. 
(2) The (general) u-invariant is also equal to max{dim(p)}, where 4 
ranges over all anisotropic forms which have zero signature in all orderings 
(if any) of the given field. In particular, if F is a formally real field then 
u(F) is either even or co. For F nonformally real, however, it is unknown 
if u(F) is even (when finite). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. If 13F is torsion-free, and u(F) isfinite, then it is even. 
Furthermore, there exists a u-dimensional, anisotropic, torsion form q E IaF. 
In particular, u(F) # 3, 5, or 7. 
There are two questions about u(F). They are: 
Ql. If 1°F is torsion-free for some n, is u(P) finite? 
Q2. If u(F) is finite, is it a power of 2 ? 
Even special cases of these two questions are unknown. For instance 
if 131: is torsion-free (or even zero), it is unknown if u(F) is finite. If F is a 
field of transcendence degree two over IL!, it can be shown that u(F) < 6, 
but it is not known if u(F) is, in fact, 64. 
The converse of Ql is, however, true. Namely, if u(F) < 2” then 
I”+lF is torsion-free. We shall now characterize fields whose u-invariant 
is \<4. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. (1) u(F) < 1 zfl F is Pythagorean. (2) u(F) < 2 zy 
12F is torsion-free. (3) u(F) < 4 zJT 13F is torsion-free and every anisotropic 
form q E W,(F) n 12(F) is a 2-Jbld Pfiter form. (Note: There exist fields 
satisfying this property but Z2F is not linked.) 
In order to obtain estimates of u(F), the next result is most useful. 
641/5/S-4 
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THEOREM 6.5. Suppose u = u(F) is finite. Let CJI be any anisotropic 
form of dimension u which lies in W,(F). Then D(F) contains at least u 
distinct square classes of p/fi”. 
This result allows us to generalize a result of Kneser. 
THEOREM 6.6. Suppose t = 1 p/p2 I is finite and every totally positive 
element in F is a sum of <h squares. Then h ,< u(F) < t. More spectjkally, 
(1) Zf s(F) < 2 and u(F) # t then u(F) < t/2. 
(2) If F is not formally real and s(F) > 2, then u(F) < t/2. 
(3) If F is formally real and t > 16 then u(F) < t - 12. If F is 
formally real with t < 32 or 4W,(F) = 0, then u(F) d t/2. 
Let W,(F), = {q E W,(F) : 2q = 0} and N = max{dim(q)} where q 
ranges over all anisotropic forms in Wt(F), . Then we have the following 
two results. 
THEOREM 6.7. Suppose W,(F) is finite. Let / W,(F)\ = 2” and 
I W,(F), / = 2”. Then 
(1) Ifn = 0 then u = 0. 
(2) rfn = 1 then u = 1 or 2. 
(3) Zf n > 2 then u < 4(n - 1). 
(4) In any case u < 4m. 
THEOREM 6.8. u is finite ifs N is$nite. In this case u(F) < 2N. 
We shall now give some examples of u(F) to motivate the next theorem. 
EXAMPLES 6.9. (1) If F is a finite field, then u(F) = 2. 
(2) If F is a field of transcendence degree one over a real-closed field 
then u(F) < 2. 
(3) If F is a nonformally real field with at most one nonsplit quaternion 
algebra, then u(F) = 1,2, or 4. This result was first proved by Kaplansky 
[7], and covers, in particular, the classical case of local fields whose 
residue class fields are finite. 
(4) If F is a global field, then u = 4. 
We first state a slight improvement of (3) to cover, in particular, 
formally real fields. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. (1) Let F be any field which has at most three 
nonsplit quaternion algebras. Then u(F) < 4. 
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(2) If F is formally real, and has at most (i.e., exactly) one quaternion 
division algebra, then u(F) < 2. 
Remark. There exist fields F with 7 nonsplit quaternion algebras but 
u(F) = 8. Consequently, this result is, in general, the best possible. 
All the examples above have the rather striking common property 
that the classes of quaternion algebras over F form a subgroup in the 
Brauer group of F. This property is equivalent to the fact that Z2F is 
linked. Using our linkage results, we may prove the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Il. Let F be an arbitrary jield whose quaternion algebras 
form a subgroup in the Brauer group of F. Then 
(1) u(F) = 0, 1, 2, 4, or 8; 
(2) u(F) < 4 zj-Z3F is torsion-free (see also Theorem 2.3). 
The Theorem suggests that if the quaternion algebras form a subgroup 
in the Brauer group of F then u(F) may equal 8. This, in fact, does happen 
for a class of fields of the form F = F,,((t)). Here F, may be @((tl))((tz)), 
or IF,(&)) [F* a finite field], or any nondyadic local field. For such fields 
F, u(F) is clearly 8, and the hypothesis of (6.11) is satisfied. The latter is 
shown by the following. 
THEOREM 6.12. Let F be a nonformally real field with at most eight 
square classes. Then the quaternion algebras over Fform a subgroup in the 
Brauer group of F. Furthermore, if u(F) = 8, then there exists a unique 
anisotropic 8-dimensionalform over F and this form is a 3-fold Pfister form. 
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